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From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Wednesday, February 11, 2015 4:59 AM
To: 'Donald Rumsfeld'
Cc: 'Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi: US Navy Judge Advocate General co: Knowledge and
Information Services JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc'; 'VADM Dennis McGinn via CNA Military
Advisory Board Members: US Army: Gen Paul Kern'; 'Army: F.Ch.Staff: Gen Gordon Sullivan';
'US EU Command: F.Dep.Comm: Gen. Charles Chuck Wald'; 'Amb Patrick Gaspard: US EmbPta'; 'Timothy McVeigh'; 'via DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh';
'NSA: Gen Keith Alexander'; 'Erik Prince via GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe'; 'Michigan
Republicans: Sam Bissell'; 'China Embassy'; 'President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office';
'Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta'; 'David Petraeus'; 'Stan McChrystal'; 'Ray O’Dierno &
John Mulholland co Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff'; 'Judge Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit'; 'David Coombs Office'; 'Zbigniew Brzezinski'; 'Major General
Dana Pittard'; 'Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster'; 'John W. Whitehead'; 'USMC JCS:
Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn'; 'Supreme Court Justices via DoJ:
SupremeCtBriefs'; 'Holy See in London – Nuntius'; 'Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary'; 'Arif
Hasan Akhundzada'; 'USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune

Marine Corps Base'
Subject: Donald Rumsfeld: Re: Important Global War on Terror metrics question

Mr. Donald Rumsfeld
I am just an Ecology of Peace village idiot, not a Masonic War is Peace General or
politician.
Here are some thoughts regarding your 2015 and 2003 question: “An important
unanswered question I asked back in 2003: Today we lack metrics to know if we are
winning or losing the global war on terror. Are we capturing, killing or deterring and
dissuading more terrorists every day than the madrassas and the radical clerics are
recruiting, training and deploying against us?”
If you consider yourself an EoP supporter or if not; an honourable WiP supporter;
and consider any of this response worthy of further consideration
It requires editing; and I can work on editing them for greater clarity. Sorry: I am
pissed off today; tired of working on reports for people who pretend to be EoP
supporters or WiP honourable and turn out to be nothing but two faced gutless
wonder hypocrites; so the tone of this letter is ‘pissed off’. Such pissed off state of
being is not necessarily about you; I am just generally pissed off; and that tone is
coming through in this correspondence to you. Its not personal; although to the
extent that you are involved in obstructing an honest problem solving solution; it is
towards you, as well as all your fellow Masonic War is Peace parasites.
*~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~*
Dumbfuck face reality Ecology of Peace village idiot answer:
It does not sound like an Ecology of Peace social contract question motivated by
problem solving intentions.
The Ecology of Peace social contract does not lack a metric to determine between EcoInnocent and Scarcity Combatant.
EoP Problem Solving: If 'global war on terror' is a problem that requires solving;
then the root – overpopulation and overconsumption as a consequence of a Masonic
War is Peace ‘right to breed and consume above ecological carrying capacity limits’
international law social contract -- causes of the problem need to be identified so that
the problem can be solved. Problem solvers solve problems by identifying the root
causes and determining whether the individuals complaining about the 'problem'
have the will to eliminate the problem.
Masonic War is Peace Parasite Problem Perpetuation: If 'global war on terror'
is a problem that must not be solved but perpetuated so that military, political,
economic, legal cannibal reptilian elite pretending to be humans can profit from it
remaining unsolved and from pretending to solve it; then the real problem must be
hidden behind plausible deniable language; so that it never gets solved [ which would
interrupt the profits of the parasites pretending to give a fuck about solving it ].
Corporate, religious and political parasites pretend to solve problems by deliberately
aggravating the perpetuation of social conflict problems to socio-politically and
parasitically profit from pretending to solve the problem. Legal parasites endorse and
enforce the Masonic -- Fuck problem solving if you can profit from perpetuating
Masonic ‘right to breed and consume’ War is Peace resource theft social contract
parasitism – social contract.

*~~~~~~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~~~~~~*
Possible Masonic War is Peace General or politician who wants to abolish
Masonic War is Peace social contract answer:
Do you want an Ecology of Peace or Masonic War is Peace answer Mr. Rumsfeld?
If Ecology of Peace; I recommend you rephrase the question:
============================
Generals and Admirals
My Secretary of Defence Working Hypothesis Argument is to abolish the War is a
Masonic Breeding Slaves and Cannon Fodder Fertility Religion for Human Sacrifice
and Profit Racket founded on Vatican Roman Empire Canon Law slavery [ para 2050 ] social contract and implement an Ecology of Peace social contract that has a
crystal clear metric to determine between Eco-Innocent and Scarcity Combatant:
* EoP supporters: Please provide me with your buck stops here written support and a
strategy for implementing an EoP social contract.
* WiP supporters: Please provide me with your argument and evidence that
implementing an EoP social contract is flawed and unworkable.
============================
If you had no Generals and Admirals willing to consider the EoP argument and
provide you with their buck stops here support; see resignation advice to General
Martin Dempsey and Sgt Maj Brian Battaglia.
If you had any Generals and Admirals willing to consider the argument and provide
you with their buck stops here support; if any of them gave a fuck about responding
to you face to face or in writing; listen to those who disagree. If their argument is
persuasive change your mind and continue your support for the Masonic Human
Factory Farming War is Peace social contract. If their argument is not persuasive
insist that the DoD policy be unanimous either way: EoP supporters honourably and
publicly resign informing the public and world of their EoP reasons for resigning; or
WiP supporters honourably resign and allow EoP supporters to attempt to
implement the EoP social contract policy and see if it can be done.
I ain’t found any American General or Admiral willing to give me any Buck Stops
Here support so far; which may or may not be relevant to whether you would have
found American Generals or Admirals in support of such an argument, had you made
it at the time; or should the current Sec of Defence make it at this time; regarding
whether they would have given you their EoP Buck Stops Here support; if you had
honourably shoved your EoP opinion in their face and asked them to make a decision
either way.
Maybe American Generals and Admirals concept of survival for America; aren’t like
Israeli Generals and Admirals whose concept of survival for Jews is stronger than
their Mindfuck Ego Machismo and addiction to tits and ass sluts; who listen to, and
cooperate with; problem solving ideas no matter how controversial; as opposed to
whether the person speaking has a penis or a vagina; or a massive dumbfuck
imbecile following.

I don’t know.
Ultimately it depends on what you want and give a fuck about; what was or is
important to you: An Ecology of Peace social contract; or playing your Masonic War is
Peace Ego-Mindfuck games.
If you are being psychotronically manipulated by McVeigh or an EoP psychotronic [
KGB NSA MI6 Mossad ] expert; who did have direct official involvement in
McVeigh’s faked execution and subsequent employment with the NSA: Did you have
any direct official involvement in McVeigh’s faked execution and subsequent
employment with the NSA; and if so: your motives therefore?
Do you believe Timothy McVeigh OKC bombing motives were (a) that the Global
Masonic Reptilian War is Peace social contract needed to be abolished or drastically
reformed to accommodate unconditional Ecology of Peace citizens; or that he was
some neo-nazi Turner Diaries anti-government racist?
Do you believe that irrespective of McVeigh’s motives McVeigh was entitled to a free
and fair military necessity trial by an impartial court of Masonic Judges capable of
hearing constructive criticism about the fuck up that is their Masonic War is Peace
cult social contract religion; irrespective of whether he was the one and only village
idiot on the planet who had such heretical Ecology of Peace anti-masonic beliefs, or
whether there were only a handful of people on the planet who supported his
heretical anti-masonic beliefs?
I know what is important to me: Being with Timothy McVeigh.
I don’t need a nanny government policeman, soldier, politician or judge to order me
to breed and/or consume below ecological carrying capacity limits. I don’t need no
nanny government policeman, soldier, politician or judge to order me to be honest
with rich or poor, stupid or genius niggers, spicks, crackers, kikes, chinks, japs, etc.
and inform them to their face about ecological carrying capacity facts.
There ain’t no confusion between the policeman, soldier, politician or judge in my ego
about ecological literacy facts: Earth is not flat; resources are finite; to avoid resource
war conflict: breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits; and
eliminate those who breed and consume above ecological carrying capacity limits [
Been sweet fuck all response from ICC Prosecutors or Judges as to whether they will
accept my Johnstone v Tutu et al; or EoP PoW's –v– Nobel Committee & Peace
Laureates et al (PDF) complaint; i.e. whether Ecology of Peace arguments and
evidence are welcome in their Masonic War is Peace cult courts; nor any letters from
any Secretary of Defence to the ICC asking whether they give a fuck about
answering any complaints submitted to their Prosecutors office from Ecology of Peace
culture citizens. ]
Unlike Masonic War is Peace elite; I don’t really give a fuck about surviving to breed
a child onto a Masonic War is Peace human factory farming slavery planet. I am
quite happy to save my procreation capacities for one day when I find myself born
onto a planet where the elite managing that planet care more about confronting
ecological carrying capacity reality and living in accordance to honest communication
practices; by implementing an Ecology of Peace social contract for all its tribes; than
being Masonic War is Peace Ego-Mindfuck two-faced hypocrite parasites.
*~~~~~~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~*

The Global War on Terror is a USG or DoD policy initiated subsequent to
the WTC, Pentagon and Anthrax Attacks.
WTC Attacks Known Facts: What & Where:
The September 11 attacks (also referred to as September 11, September 11th, or
9/11) were a series of four coordinated terrorist attacks on the United States in New
York City and the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area on Tuesday, September 11,
2001, killing 2,996 people and causing at least $10 billion in property and
infrastructure damage.
Four passenger airliners were hijacked and flown into two WTC towers, Pentagon
and dirt field in suicide attacks. Two of the planes, American Airlines Flight 11 and
United Airlines Flight 175, were crashed into the North and South towers,
respectively, of the World Trade Center complex in New York City. Within two hours,
both 110-story towers collapsed with debris and the resulting fires causing partial or
complete collapse of all other buildings in the WTC complex, including the 47-story 7
World Trade Center tower, as well as significant damage to ten other large
surrounding structures. A third plane, American Airlines Flight 77, was crashed into
the Pentagon (the headquarters of the United States Department of Defense),
leading to a partial collapse in its western side. The fourth plane, United Airlines
Flight 93, was targeted at Washington, D.C., but crashed into a field near
Shanksville, Pennsylvania after its passengers tried to overcome the hijackers. In
total, 2,996 people died in the attacks, including the 227 civilians and 19 hijackers
aboard the four planes. It was the deadliest incident for firefighters and law
enforcement officers in the history of the United States, with 343 and 72 killed
respectively.

WTC & Pentagon Unknown Facts: Who, How & Why:
Bush Administration Official Report:
The 9/11 Commission Report, formally named Final Report of the National
Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States, is the official report of the
events leading up to the September 11, 2001 attacks. It was prepared by the National
Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States (PDF) at the request of
United States president George W. Bush and Congress. The "9/11 Commission" or
the "Kean/Hamilton Commission" was established on November 27, 2002 (442 days
after the attack) and their final report was issued on July 22, 2004 [ exactly two
years after corrupt two faced hypocrit African SA Magistrate and Afrikaner
Prosecutors had me illegally arrested and institutionalized in a psychiatric asylum
allegedly for ‘observation’ for honourably and legally attempting to encourage
discussion about the implementation of an Ecology of Peace social contract; and 7
years prior to Anders Breivik’s Oslo Utoya Masonic Templar attacks ].
Who: 19 Muslim Al Qaeda terrorists on the orders of Osama Bin Laden
How: Hijacked Boeing passenger planes using their Cessna flight training skills; and
avoided all detection by US Government, due to Government national security
incompetence.
Why: They ‘hate American freedom’.
*~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~*
Crossing Rubicon Peak Oil Resource War Conspiracy:

Crossing the Rubicon argues Bush administration; under Maestro VP Cheney
enacted WTC attacks as a false flag inside job event; motivated by energy depletion
resource war issues. [Crossing the Rubicon: Summary]
Who: Bush Administration and US Military Officials deliberately and consciously
allowed and or actively helped 19 Al Qaeda terrorists to both enact terror attacks and
avoid detection prior to terror attacks.
How: Cheney diverted Air Force and ordered remainder to stand down to avoid
hijacked planes being shot down by Air Force; Bush Administration officials silenced
government or military officials warning of Al Qaeda terrorists plans and US
Government complicity in aiding and abetting them; planes hijacked from 19 Al
Qaeda terrorists by US Military officials means of Promise Software and Globalhawk
remote control technology.
Why: Economic Resource war motivations: use false flag terror attack to increase
domestic concentration of power via Patriot Act and new Homeland Security Dept, as
well as create external Clash of Civilizations Islamic enemy to rally Americans to
support US Government to declare war on Middle Eastern countries to steal their oil.
*~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~*
Jewish Zionist Cull Towelhead Oxygen Thieves War Conspiracy:
Masters of Deception [only briefly perused] argues the Neoconservative Bush
administration was either directly or indirectly complicit with Israel’s Mossad to
enact the WTC as a false flag inside job event; motivated by culling towelheads. In
this case plausibly Benjamin Netanyahu was VP Cheney’s maestro conductor
master. The term ‘war on terror’ or ‘global war on terror’ was allegedly coined by
Benjamin Netanyahu. [ Masters of Deception: 9/11 Zionism & War on Terror ]
Who: Bush Administration officials conducted the false flag inside job WTC attacks;
acting on their neoconservative Zionist ideological imperative motives; or under the
direct or indirect orders or coercion of their Jewish Israeli Zionist masters.
How: Presumably using classified military technology; such as Global Hawk remote
control technology.
Why: Cull Muslims and steal their energy resources; make the Middle East safer for
Jews/Israeli Zionism [ as opposed to other racial, ethnic, religious or class zionism’s ].
*~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~*
Jesuit Vatican Counter-Reformation cull Liberal Oxygen Thieves:
Vatican Assassins argues Jesuits; under Maestro Black Pope Sec Gen Peter-Hans
Kolvenbach ordered US intelligence agencies to enact WTC attacks as a false flag
inside job event; motivated by Vatican Counter-Reformation religious war issues.
[Vatican Assassins WTC Attacks Summary]
Who: Bush Administration officials conducted the false flag inside job WTC attacks;
acting on the direct orders of their Masonic Jesuit Vatican Human Factory Farming
Slavery master: the Black Pope; or indirectly under the direct orders of their Jewish
masters who were acting on the direct orders of their Jesuit Vatican Human Factory
Farming Slavery masters.
How: Black Pope used his Masonically-controlled, fanatically anti-Jewish Race,
Islamic Intelligence operatives under the domestic control of the CIA (Osama bin
Laden having been directed, financed and trained by the CIA for at least ten years —
just like Jesuit-trained and CIA-financed Fidel Castro before he, like bin Laden,
became a false enemy of the CFR-controlled American government) to be openly and
notoriously instructed as Islamic pilots at the Venice Airport (a Florida facility used

by the CIA since 1948) in order for Archbishop Egan’s controlled American Press to
spread the prepared news release that the doomed airliners were hijacked by “Arab
terrorists” in the employ of Osama bin Laden when in fact, to the horror of the
American pilots, the airliners had been taken over and guided to their targets,
remotely controlled by American Military Intelligence operatives overseen by the
Black Pope’s CIA/NSA.
Why: Vatican’s Counter-Reformation event to restore the Papal Caesar [Pope] as the
absolute Universal religious, political and military Monarch of the World. Time had
arrived for Jesuit General to destroy both the Dome of the Rock and the Al Aqsa
Mosque in Jerusalem, secretly using his CIA/Nazi-trained, Masonic Zionist Mossad
in conjunction with his CIA/Nazi-trained, Masonic Islamic Intelligence Agencies,
including Osama bin Laden’s MAK and Pakistan’s ISI, while shrouded in the
confusion of a huge aerial war yet to come. This will enable the General’s crusading
Knights Templars (the present day Shriner Freemasons) to rebuild Solomon’s
Temple — for the Papal Caesar in Rome’s Vatican.
*~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~*
Masonic War is Peace Illuminati Occult Human Sacrifice PsyOp:
Fritz Springmeier's Illuminati Occult Conspiracy argues that the lluminati -- a
worldwide secret society whose membership is exclusively drawn from elite blood
lines. Governing body of mystery religions in ancient times; consider themselves
illuminated to divinity – who control the present world political system were involved
in the WTC Attacks motivated by Occult Masonic ritual magic beliefs. Ritual Magic
is art of changing consciousness at will. Purpose of a ritual is a vital part of
Illuminati used to control the participants thinking and alter life. Elements of a
ritual: * use symbols, numbers, geometric patterns and words; * employ some form of
worship of a particular deity; * involves a sacrifice such as a burnt offering; * often
use hypnotic trances; * done at a sacred site; * is carefully orchestrated with
precision. [ Fritz Springmeier: Role of Illuminati’s Occult Philosophy in 9/11 ]
Who: Bush Administration officials conducted the false flag inside job WTC attacks.
How: using classified military technology combined with Occult Masonic ritual
magic psychological warfare techniques.
Why: Presumably for one or more Occult Masonic War is Peace human sacrifice
resource thieving consolidation of Masonic Freedumb Slavery power ritual purposes.
*~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~*
Anthrax Post Box Attacks: Known What & Where Facts:
Wikipedia: As "a precaution" Cipro was administered to Dick Cheney and his close
staff on the evening of 9/11 as the Vice President was secreted off to an undisclosed
location, days before the first anthrax letters were mailed. The anthrax attacks came
in two waves. The first set of anthrax letters had a Trenton, New Jersey postmark
dated September 18, 2001. Five letters are believed to have been mailed at this time
to: ABC News, CBS News, NBC News and the New York Post, all located in New
York City and to the National Enquirer at American Media, Inc. (AMI) in Boca
Raton, Florida. Robert Stevens, the first person who died from the mailings, worked
at a tabloid called Sun, also published by AMI, died on October 5, 2001, four days
after entering a Florida hospital with an undiagnosed illness that caused him to
vomit and be short of breath. Only the New York Post and NBC News letters were
found; the existence of the other three letters is inferred because individuals at ABC,
CBS and AMI became infected with anthrax. Scientists examining the anthrax from

the New York Post letter said it appeared as a coarse brown granular material
looking like Purina Dog Chow.
Two more anthrax letters, bearing the same Trenton postmark, were dated October
9, three weeks after the first mailing. The letters were addressed to two Democratic
Senators, Tom Daschle of South Dakota and Patrick Leahy of Vermont. At the time,
Daschle was the Senate Majority leader and Leahy was head of the Senate Judiciary
Committee. The Daschle letter was opened by an aide, Grant Leslie, on October 15,
and the government mail service was shut down. The unopened Leahy letter was
discovered in an impounded mail bag on November 16. The Leahy letter had been
misdirected to the State Department mail annex in Sterling, Virginia, due to a
misread ZIP code; a postal worker there, David Hose, contracted inhalational
anthrax.
The anthrax letters are believed to have been mailed from Princeton, New Jersey. In
August 2002, investigators found anthrax spores in a city street mailbox located at
10 Nassau Street near the Princeton University campus. About 600 mailboxes that
could have been used to mail the letters were tested for anthrax, and the Nassau
Street box was the only one to test positive.
The New York Post and NBC News letters contained the following note:
09-11-01
THIS IS NEXT
TAKE PENACILIN NOW
DEATH TO AMERICA
DEATH TO ISRAEL
ALLAH IS GREAT
The second note that was addressed to Senators Daschle and Leahy read:
09-11-01
YOU CAN NOT STOP US.
WE HAVE THIS ANTHRAX.
YOU DIE NOW.
ARE YOU AFRAID?
DEATH TO AMERICA.
DEATH TO ISRAEL.
ALLAH IS GREAT.
All the letters were copies made by a copy machine. The originals were never found.
Each letter was trimmed to a slightly different size. The senate letter uses
punctuation. The media letter does not. The handwriting on the media letter (and
envelopes) is roughly twice the size of the handwriting on the senate letter (and
envelopes).
The envelopes addressed to Senators Daschle and Leahy had the return address:
4th Grade
Greendale School
Franklin Park NJ 08852
The address is fictitious. Franklin Park, New Jersey, exists, but the ZIP code 08852
is for nearby Monmouth Junction, New Jersey. There is no Greendale School in
Franklin Park or Monmouth Junction, New Jersey, though there is a Greenbrook

Elementary School in adjacent South Brunswick Township, New Jersey, of which
Monmouth Junction is a part.
In the letters sent to the media, the characters 'A' and 'T' were sometimes bolded or
highlighted by tracing over, suggesting that the letters contained a hidden code.
The letters to The New York Post and Tom Brokaw contained a "hidden message" in
such highlighted characters.
THIS IS NEXT
TAKE PENACILIN NOW
DEATH TO AMERICA
DEATH TO ISRAEL
ALLAH IS GREAT
According to the FBI Summary Report issued on February 19, 2010, following the
search of Ivins' home, cars, and office on November 1, 2007, investigators began
examining his trash. A week later, just after 1 a.m. on the morning of November 8,
Ivins was observed throwing away "a copy of a book entitled Gödel, Escher, Bach: An
Eternal Golden Braid, published by Douglas Hofstadter in 1979" and "a 1992 issue of
American Scientist Journal which contained an article entitled 'The Linguistics of
DNA,' and discussed, among other things, codons and hidden messages".
The book Gödel, Escher, Bach contains a lengthy description of the
encoding/decoding procedures, including an illustration of hiding a message within a
message by bolding certain characters. According to the FBI Summary Report,
"[w]hen they lifted out just the bolded letters, investigators got TTT AAT TAT – an
apparent hidden message". The 3-letter groups are codons, "meaning that each
sequence of three nucleic acids will code for a specific amino acid".
TTT = Phenylalanine (single-letter designator F)
AAT = Asparagine (single-letter designator N)
TAT = Tyrosine (single-letter designator Y)
The FBI Summary Report proceeds to say: "From this analysis, two possible hidden
meanings emerged: (1) 'FNY' – a verbal assault on New York, and (2) PAT – the
nickname of [Dr. Ivins'] Former Colleague #2." Ivins was known to have a dislike for
New York City, and four of the media letters had been sent to New York. The report
states that it "was obviously impossible for the Task Force to determine with
certainty that either of these two translations was correct", however, "the key point
to the investigative analysis is that there is a hidden message, not so much what that
message is." Ivins showed a fascination with codes and also had an interest in secrets
and hidden messages. He also was familiar with biochemical codons.
The letters sent to the media contained a coarse brown material, while the letters
sent to the two U.S. Senators contained a fine powder.[58][59] The brown granular
anthrax mostly caused skin infections, cutaneous anthrax (9 out of 12 cases),
although Kathy Nguyen's case of inhalation anthrax occurred at the same time and
in the same general area as two cutaneous cases and several other exposures. The
AMI letter which caused inhalation cases in Florida appears to have been mailed at
the same time as the other media letters. The fine powder anthrax sent to the
senators mostly caused the more dangerous form of infection known as inhalational
anthrax (8 out of 10 cases). Postal worker Patrick O'Donnell and accountant Linda
Burch contracted cutaneous anthrax from the Senate letters.

All of the material was derived from the same bacterial strain known as the Ames
strain. Prior to the attacks, the Ames strain was believed to be a common strain
isolated from a cow in Iowa. After the attacks, the investigation discovered that it
was a relatively rare strain isolated from a cow in Texas in 1981 - a critical fact in
the investigation. First researched at the United States Army Medical Research
Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID), Fort Detrick, Maryland, the Ames
strain was then distributed to sixteen bio-research labs within the U.S. and three
other locations (Canada, Sweden and the United Kingdom).
*~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~*
Occult Analysis of Anthrax Attacks:
I am unaware of any analysis of occult messages of the Anthrax attacks; however
simply perusing aforementioned Wikipedia facts; which clearly refer to ‘hidden
cryptic messages’ [ echoing a public statement by President Bush within days after
the WTC attacks, warning American and world citizens to monitor the media for
cryptic clues in media reports from the terrorists ]; there are a few glaring possible
occult related synchronicities:
Dick Cheney and staff took cipro before any Anthrax letters, mailed. * The
Anthrax letters were allegedly from the Ames strain:
[ Ames: occult misspelling: soma or biblical Amos ].
Soma: a Vedic Hindu ritual drink of importance among the early Indo-Iranians |
Greek word for “body” | used as fictional hallucinogenic drug to pacify and appease
the human factory farmed slaves in Aldous Huxley's novels Brave New World and
Island | a district located in Fukushima Prefecture, Japan | Soma cube is a solid
dissection puzzle invented by Piet Hein in 1933 during a lecture on quantum
mechanics conducted by Werner Heisenberg. Seven pieces made out of unit cubes
must be assembled into a 3x3x3 cube; each of the six sides similar to a tic-tac-toe, or
Three Man’s Morris game format. Tic-tac-toe players soon discover that best play
from both parties leads to a draw (often referred to as cat or cat's game). Hence, Tictac-toe is most often played by young children. In the movie WarGames, the
computer Joshua, learns through analogy Tic-Tac-Toe that nuclear war is
unwinnable | Morris Myerson is the name of Golda Meir’s husband. Golda Meir is
most famous for saying with regard to peace and terrorism: “There will be peace
when they love their children more than they hate us.” She also used to polish her
silver kettle when she wanted to think. | According to Final Judgement: Israel’s
intelligence service, the Mossad, collaborated alongside the CIA and the Meyer
Lansky Crime Syndicate in the JFK assassination because President Kennedy was
working to prevent Israel from acquiring nuclear weapons of mass destruction.
Ames: Aldrich Ames: CIA alcoholic spy who sold information to Soviets about Soviet
double agents, allowing the KGB to eliminate them; motivation: Financial. He left a
chalk mark above a USPS logo on a postbox at the corner of 37th and R Street [ See
Anthrax letter ‘R’s ] to signal a needed meeting with his KGB handler; and was
caught by a team led by Jeanne Vertefeuille; who insisted on keeping her team small.
| Ames crater: the largest of six oil producing meteor craters in the US; Oklahoma
near Enid, home of McVeigh lead attorney; discovered by a geologist who noticed a
pattern resemling a hoof print; or a cow track in the mud | An Ames room is a
distorted room that is used to create an optical illusion. An Ames room is viewed with
one eye through a pinhole such as to avoid any clues from stereopsis, and it is
constructed so that from the front it appears to be an ordinary cubic-shaped room,

with a back wall and two side walls parallel to each other and perpendicular to the
horizontally level floor and ceiling. However, this is a trick of perspective and the
true shape of the room is trapezoidal [ consider in relation to Room 101 in George
Orwell’s 1984, depicting the ultimate technological nightmare surveillance reality of
living in a Masonic Human Factory Farming breeding and culling human slavery
sacrifice social contract ] | Ames Building at 1 Court St, Boston's first skyscraper, -tallest structure being Church of the Covenant -- and the second tallest masonry load
bearing-wall structure in the world, built by Frederick Lothrop Ames, Jr.; the
founder of the Ames Shovel Company. Ames Monument 20 miles (32 km) east of
Laramie, Wyoming, is a four-sided, random ashlar pyramid, 60 feet (18 m) square at
the base and 60 feet (18 m) high, constructed of light-colored native granite. The
pyramid features an interior passage, now sealed, alongside the perimeter of the
structure's base; and is dedicated to brothers Oakes Ames and Oliver Ames, Jr., for
their audacity to choose to be "today's equivalent of the mission to Mars: Big,
expensive and impossible," Union Pacific Railroad financiers. Initially the town of
Sherman arose near the monument; where trains were inspected before beginning
the long descent from the Sherman Pass summit, either east towards Cheyenne or
west across the 130 feet (40 m) high Dale Creek Bridge to the Laramie Valley. When
Union Pacific Railroad Company twice relocated the tracks further south, Sherman
became a ghost town.
Amos: Amos: one of the Bible's Twelve Minor Prophets. He spoke against an
increased disparity between the very wealthy and the very poor. His major themes of
social justice, God's omnipotence, and divine judgment became staples of prophecy.
Two of his teachings are: Prayers and sacrifices do not make up for bad deeds;
Behaving justly is much more important than ritual | Amos Yarkoni: born as Abd elMajid Hidr was a former Israeli Arab Lieutenant Colonel officer in the Israel Defense
Forces. He was a member of the IDF Sword Battalion, formerly known as Unit 300
and as the IDF Minorities Unit, later renamed the "Sword Battalion"; an Arabicspeaking unit of the Israel Defense Forces; the first commander of the Shaked
Reconnaissance Battalion of Israel's Southern command | AMOS: Adams Morgan
DC neighbourhood – once hyphenated – is derived from the names of two formerly
segregated area elementary schools — the older, all-black Thomas P. Morgan
Elementary School and the all-white John Quincy Adams Elementary School.
Pursuant to the 1954 Bolling v. Sharpe Supreme Court ruling, District schools were
desegregated in 1955. | AMOS Technology: Alpha Micro Operating System;
programming language and software programs.
The first set of anthrax letters had a Trenton, New Jersey postmark dated
September 18, 2001. Five letters are believed to have been mailed at this time
to: ABC News, CBS News, NBC News and the New York Post, all located in
New York City and to the National Enquirer at American Media, Inc. (AMI)
in Boca Raton, Florida.
Three NY media recipients have names which are abbreviations; one isn’t [ Occult 13
]; plus one to Boca Raton Florida [ = total of 5. Baphomet or according to Fritz
Springmeier Occult death ].
Boca Raton: In Spanish "Boca" means "mouth" and "Ratón" means "mouse" (not "rat"
as is it is commonly mistranslated). In nautical terms the word "boca" refers to an
inlet. No billboards are permitted in the city. It is known for its affluent social
community and high income demographic. Boca Raton was the site of two now
vanished amusement parks, Africa U.S.A. (1953–1961) and Ancient America (1953–
1959). Africa U.S.A. was a wild animal park in which tourists rode a "Jeep Safari
Train" through the park. There were no fences separating the animals from the

tourists on the "Jeep Safari Train". Mafia: Although not known for violent crime, it is
a popular hangout for many suspected Mafia members. According to a number of US
Federal indictments, as of June 2004, the Gambino family continues to operate in
Boca Raton. The television show The Sopranos featured the city in its plot ("Boca"
and "...To Save Us All From Satan's Power"), and Mafia Wife author Lynda Milito
resides in Boca Raton. Joey Merlino, the reputed head of the Philadelphia crime
family, also resides in northern Boca Raton. The Hillsborough river [ See
Hillsborough overpopulation disaster ] flowed southeast in several channels along
the western edge of the present Deerfield Island, formerly called Capone Island
(named for Al Capone who owned it during the 1930s), which did not become an
island until the Royal Palm Canal was dredged along its northern edge in 1961 | .
The unopened letter to Senator Leahy, head of Senate Judiciary Committe
was discovered in an impounded mail bag on November 16. The Leahy letter
had been misdirected to the State Department mail annex in Sterling,
Virginia, due to a misread ZIP code; by a postal worker there. .. April 18,
2002: Anthrax spores matching the profile of those sent in the letters are
found outside a containment area at Fort Detrick are found, including
inside the office of Dr. Bruce Ivins. Ivins had been testing spores at Fort
Detrick since the attack occurred. About 600 mailboxes that could have been
used to mail the letters were tested for anthrax, and the Nassau Street box
was the only one to test positive. July 29, 2009:Ivins dies of a drug overdose.
August 8, 2009: The FBI declares that Ivins was the sole person behind the
anthrax attacks.
Battle of Stirling Bridge: 11 September 1297: a battle of the First War of Scottish
Independence. On 11 September 1297, the forces of Andrew de Moray and William
Wallace defeated the combined English forces of John de Warenne, 6th Earl of
Surrey, and Hugh de Cressingham near Stirling, on the River Forth. The Battle is
depicted in the 1995 film Braveheart, but it bears little resemblance to the real
battle, there being no bridge and tactics resembling the Battle of Bannockburn.
During the battle Surrey ordered the Stirling bridge's destruction and retreated
towards Berwick, leaving the garrison at Stirling Castle isolated and abandoning the
Lowlands to the rebels. The heroic exploits of Wallace were passed on to posterity
mainly in the form of tales collected and recounted by the poet Blind Harry, the
Minstrel. By March 1298 Wallace had emerged as the brief Guardian of Scotland. He
was defeated by King Edward on the field of Falkirk in the summer of 1298. Wallace
resigned as Guardian of Scotland in favour of Robert the Bruce, Earl of Carrick and
future king, and John III Comyn, Lord of Badenoch, King John Balliol's nephew. |
Isaac the Blind also known as Rabbi Yitzhak Saggi Nehor (c. 1160–1235 in Provence,
France), is considered the author of Kabbalah (Jewish mysticism); considered by
some Christians to be the basis of nearly every tradition covered under the general
heading of "occultism". | Berwick: Andrew Berwick is the pseudonym for Anders
Breivik’s 2083: A European Declaration of Independence related to his 22 July Oslo
and Utoya terrorist attacks. | Berwick upon Tweed: Berwick-upon-Tweed is a town
in the county of Northumberland and is the northernmost town in England, on the
east coast at the mouth of the River Tweed. Founded as an Anglo-Saxon settlement
during the time of the kingdom of Northumbria, the area was for more than 400
years central to historic border war between the Kingdoms of England and Scotland,
and several times possession of Berwick changed hands between the two kingdoms.
The name "Berwick" is of Old English origin, and is derived from the term bere-wīc,
combining bere, meaning "barley", and wīc, referring to a farm or settlement.
"Berwick" thus means "barley village" or "barley farm". There is an apocryphal story
that Berwick is (or recently was) technically at war with Russia. The story tells that
since Berwick had changed hands several times, it was traditionally regarded as a

special, separate entity, and some proclamations referred to "England, Scotland and
the town of Berwick-upon-Tweed". One such was the declaration of the Crimean War
against Russia in 1853, which Queen Victoria supposedly signed as "Victoria, Queen
of Great Britain, Ireland, Berwick-upon-Tweed and all British Dominions". When the
Treaty of Paris was signed to conclude the war, "Berwick-upon-Tweed" was left out.
This meant that, supposedly, one of Britain's smallest towns was officially at war
with one of the world's largest powers – and the conflict extended by the lack of a
peace treaty for over a century. It is also a UFO “hotspot” which, considering the
population, has had more sightings than anywhere else on Earth.
Sterling Kansas: Sterling is a city in Rice County, Kansas, United States, originally
called Peace. Picnic, 1955, the sequence by the lake was filmed in Sterling. Picnic is
allegedly an acronym for Pick a Nigger, where a black person was randomly picked to
be lynched for entertainment. | Kansas & Slavery: Even before the outbreak of the
American Civil War, the territory of Kansas had been the scene of fighting between
anti-slavery and pro-slavery forces. During the 1856 conflict in Kansas, christian
slavery abolitionist John Brown commanded forces at the Battle of Black Jack and
the Battle of Osawatomie. In 1859, Brown led an unsuccessful raid on the federal
armory at Harpers Ferry that ended with his capture and hanging execution on 2
December 1859.
Sterling silver is an alloy of silver containing 92.5% by mass of silver and 7.5% by
mass of other metals, usually copper. The sterling silver standard has a minimum
millesimal fineness of 925. Silver is a chemical element with symbol Ag (Greek:
ά γυ ο árguros, Latin: argentum, both from the Indo-European root *herǵ- for
"grey" or "shining") and atomic number 47. Crystal structure: face-centered cubic
(fcc). Silver has been used for thousands of years for ornaments and utensils, trade,
and as the basis for many monetary systems. Its value as a precious metal was long
considered second only to gold. The word "silver" appears in Anglo-Saxon in various
spellings, such as seolfor and siolfor. A similar form is seen throughout the Germanic
languages (compare Old High German silabar and silbir). The chemical symbol Ag is
from the Latin word for "silver", argentum (compare Greek ά γυ ο , árgyros), from
the Indo-European root *arg-, meaning "white" or "shining". Silver has been known
since ancient times; it is mentioned in the Book of Genesis. The stability of the
Roman currency relied to a high degree on the supply of silver bullion, which Roman
miners produced on a scale unparalleled before the discovery of the New World.
Reaching a peak production of 200 t per year, an estimated silver stock of 10,000 t
circulated in the Roman economy in the middle of the second century AD, five to ten
times larger than the combined amount of silver available to medieval Europe and
the Caliphate around 800 AD. In the Gospels, Jesus' disciple Judas Iscariot is
infamous for having taken a bribe of 30 coins of silver from religious leaders in
Jerusalem to turn Jesus of Nazareth over to soldiers of the High Priest Caiaphas.
Along with Gold [Au]; it is depicted in the Masonic Denver International Airport
Armageddon artwork. | GA is the acronym for Georgia, the home of the Georgia
Guidestones, a granite monument in Elbert County, Georgia, erected on March 22,
1980; dedicated to an Age of Reason. In June 1979, an unknown person or persons
under the pseudonym R. C. Christian, member of a Secret Society; hired Elberton
Granite Finishing Company to build the structure. A message clearly conveying a set
of ten guidelines is inscribed on the structure in eight modern languages, and a
shorter message is inscribed at the top of the structure in four ancient language
scripts: Babylonian, Classical Greek, Sanskrit, and Egyptian hieroglyphs. The
structure is sometimes referred to as an "American Stonehenge". The ten
inscriptions: 1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with
nature; 2: Guide reproduction wisely — improving fitness and diversity; 3: Unite
humanity with a living new language; 4: Rule passion — faith — tradition — and all

things with tempered reason; 5: Protect people and nations with fair laws and just
courts; 6: Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world court;
7: Avoid petty laws and useless officials; 8: Balance personal rights with social
duties; 9: Prize truth — beauty — love — seeking harmony with the infinite; 10: Be
not a cancer on the earth — Leave room for nature — Leave room for nature.
Starling: Starlings are small to medium-sized passerine birds in the family
Sturnidae. The name "Sturnidae" comes from the Latin word for starling, sturnus.
Many species search for prey such as grubs by "open-bill probing", that is, forcefully
opening the bill after inserting it into a crevice, thus expanding the hole and
exposing the prey; this behaviour is referred to by the German verb zirkeln. Starlings
imitate a variety of avian species and have a repertoire of about 15–20 distinct
imitations. They also imitate a few sounds other than those of wild birds. The calls of
abundant species, calls that are simple in frequency structure and calls that show
little amplitude modulation are preferentially imitated. There are local dialects of
mimicked sounds. Starlings have also been known to imitate other, man-made
environmental sounds, such as phone boxes and cars. | Clarice M. Starling is a
fictional character and the protagonist of the novels The Silence of the Lambs, and
Hannibal by Thomas Harris. Jodie Foster acts as a student at the FBI academy in
Silence of the Lambs and Julianne Moore acts as a fully flecged FBI agent in
Hannibal. In The Silence of the Lambs, her mentor, FBI director Jack Crawford,
sends her to interview Dr. Hannibal Lecter, a brilliant psychiatrist and cannibalistic
serial killer, housed in a Baltimore mental institution; in her search for information
about Buffalo Bill [ aka Jame Gumb and Jack Gordon ]; a currently active serial
killer being hunted by the FBI. Lecter gives Starling information about Buffalo Bill,
in exchange for personal information. In Hannibal, Lecter working as a Library
curator in Florence, Italy; follows Starling's attempts to apprehend Lecter before his
surviving victim, Mason Verger, a wealthy child molester whom Lecter left paralyzed
and horribly disfigured during a therapy session; captures him by means of a $3
million bounty. At one point Lecter baits a bounty hunter named Pazzi into an
isolated room of the Palazzo Vecchio, ties him up with electrical cords, and publicly
hangs and disembowels him, before escaping back to the United States [ Palazzo
Vecchio was built in 1299, by the commune and people of Florence to give greater
security, in times of turbulence, to the magistrates ]. In a Fourth of July scene,
Starling, disoriented by morphine and dressed in a black velvet evening gown,
awakens to find Lecter to have subdued and drugged Kendler, a DoJ official; she
looks on in horror as Lecter removes the top of Krendler's skull, cuts out part of his
prefrontal cortex, sautées it, and feeds it to Krendler. Starling tries to attack Lecter
but he overpowers her. She manages to handcuff his wrist to hers, and with police
incoming to the residence, Lecter brandishes a meat cleaver and severs his own hand
to escape. Lecter is later seen on a flight with a boxed lunch on his pull-down table.
As he prepares to eat his meal, including a small cooked portion of what is assumed
to be Krendler's brain, a young boy seated next to him asks to try some of his food.
Lecter lets the boy eat some of his lunch, telling him "it is important... to always try
new things."
April 18: Day before: April 19 and 14 [1 + 4 = Baphomet 5 ] days before 1 May: April
19 - May 1: Blood Sacrifice To The Beast, a most critical 13-day period. Fire sacrifice
is required on April 19. April 19 is the first day of the 13-day Satanic ritual day
relating to fire - the fire god, Baal, or Molech/Nimrod (the Sun God), also known as
the Roman god, Saturn (Satan/Devil). This day is a major human sacrifice day,
demanding fire sacrifice with an emphasis on children. April 30 – May 1: Beltaine
Human Sacrifice Feast Festival: April 30 is the highest day on the Druidic Witch's
Calendar, while May 1 is the Illuminati's second most sacred holiday. Human

sacrifice is required. [ See for example: death of Chandra Levy in Baphomet Rock
Creek Park on 1 May; Osama Bin Laden; etc ]
In the letters sent to the media, the characters 'A' and 'T' were sometimes
bolded or highlighted by tracing over, suggesting that the letters contained a
hidden code: TTT AAT TAT.
Three A’s; Six T’s; Total of Nine letters; which could just as easily be arranged as
Noughts and Crosses in Tic Tac Toe; used to teach Joshua the concept of Nuclear
Mutual Assured Destruction futility in Wargames. Three Men's Morris is an abstract
strategy game played on a three by three board that is similar to tic-tac-toe; which
also has a Six Men's Morris and Nine Men's Morris variant. Combining Military call
signs and Tic Tac Toe nuclear Morris wargames gets you Alpha and T to Tango:
Bold Alpha Tango -- “There will be peace when they love their children more than
they hate us”-- Wargames.
If accurate: The Bold Alpha Tango’s will not be able to implement an Ecology of
Peace social contract; if that is their serious intention; unless they are more detailed
and specific about such intentions; and are willing to give up their addiction to
plausible deniable occult practices.
*~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~*
*~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~*
NSA, KGB, Mossad, MI6 et al Psychotronic Masters:
If you factor in the reality of Government Mindcontrol technology; there are
numerous ‘additional why’ permutations of possible psychotronic Maestro's -- NSA,
KGB, Mossad, MI6 -- psychotronically manipulating the on the ground Political [
Black Pope, Cheney, Bush, Netanyahu etc ], Military [ NORAD, Pentagon, etc] and
terrorists [ 19 Muslims, etc ] combatants engaged in the Occult Ritual Magic terrorist
event
* If its true the Black Pope [ Cheney / Netanyahu ] ordered the attacks; did he do so
on his own volition; or did the NSA or KGB psychotronically manipulate him/them to
order NSA/Pentagon to psychotronically conduct the attacks?
* Did the Psychotronic Maestro's involved in the WTC use Occult Masonic ritual
magic to expose and indict the role of Occult Masonic ritual magic as used in false
flag plausible deniable geopolitical terror related events; or to confirm their support
for Occult Masonic ritual magic?
Who is ultimately in charge?:
Are the NSA, KGB, Mossad, MI6 Psychotronic MILINT manipulators in Ecology of
Peace social contract conditional co-operator agreement or not?
Until Nuclear weapons are abolished and certain individuals do not share Wargames
Joshua’s MAD futility reality; or would rather commit state nuclear assisted suicide
than be conquered by a foreign foe; or alternatively the Island or spaceship ‘Crimson
Tide’ battle is either between:
* Psychotronic MILINT Manipulators and their political, religious or corporate
masters; whomever they consider such masters to be; whether Jesuit Secretary

General, Ceasar Pope, Zionist neoconservatives; current political executive,
legislative and judicial officials; and the rest of us from Pope’s, to Presidents,
Secretaries of Defence and Generals, Supreme Court Justices to Village Idiot EoP
Clerks, are simply their psychotronically manipulated EoP v WiP human-rocket
drone-war pawns.
Or:
* Between the different EoP v WiP factions within their respective military
intelligence psychotronic organisations; and the rest of us from Pope’s, to Presidents,
Secretaries of Defence and Generals, Supreme Court Justices to Village Idiot EoP
Clerks, are simply their psychotronically manipulated EoP v WiP human rocket
drone-war pawns.
If the battle is not between Intelligence Agencies; but between EoP cooperating
Intelligence Agencies and their WiP occult political masters. I don’t know which
group of Masonic War is Peace political practitioners – Jesuits / Vatican; Jews /
Rothschilds, Bilderberg / Black Nobility; NATO / UN Security Council -- is ultimately
in charge of the Masonic War is Peace social contract parasite elite clusterfuck; if
anyone.
So far Masonic War is Peace whore parasite clusterfuck Mindfuck Ego elites don’t
want to elect an ultimate Masonic War is Peace leader; to decide whether Masonic
War is Peace social contract will reform enough to recognize the right of Ecology of
Peace cultures to exist and to leave them and their property the fuck alone.
Whomever wins that EoP v WiP battle will decide future eugenic or dysgenic
evolution.
* Ecology of Peace Responsible Freedom social contract for the benefit of all the
worlds children; where essentially liars, deceivers and cheaters are exterminated
from the genepool.
* Masonic War is Peace Do What Thou Wilt Frankist Human Sacrifice Factory
Farming Freedumb Slavery Masculine Insecurity religions social contract for the
benefit of the Masonic War is Peace Rule of Force elite; where the honest and
honourable are exterminated from the genepool; and the liars, deceivers and cheaters
consolidate their Rule of Force slavery breeding and culling for profit corporate,
political and military colonial empires. [ According to Eve’s Seed: 'Do what thou wilt'
-- i.e. right to breed and consume without any regard for ecological carrying capacity - No Rules Masculine Insecurity religions problem with sexual equality is that their
masculine security is threatened by establishing a single human standard; where all
men and women would be judged upon such single standard.]
The more time is wasted in avoiding and obstructing the implementation of an
Ecology of Peace social contract; while pretending to give a fuck about implementing
an Ecology of Peace social contract; the more certain it is that the Masonic War is
Peace faction shall be the winners.
*~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~*
*~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~*
Caveats:

EoP culture interpretations: are based upon (a) granting the EoP Read Receipt
Applicant; EoP Read Receipt supporter and/or WiP culture member speaker, the
benefit of the doubt their plausible deniable statement or action of commission was
motivated by sincere concern about honourably resolving Ecology of Peace v Masonic
War is Peace culture issues in dispute; and (b) if reported via War is Peace media
that such media accurately reported/translated the speakers statements.
Factual Reality vs Interpretive Reality: No interpretation herein is stated as a
fact. Any interpretation herein implied of another persons motives could be anything
from 001% upto 100% correct or incorrect. Until confirmed; they are only working
hypothesis interpretations; NOT FACTS. If an interpretation is accurate; that does
not imply either party has agreed to the interpretation in terms of any agreement
between the parties. It is not possible to conclude any agreement until both parties
are clear that their interpretations of the terms are accurate. Verbal or written
agreements which do not fulfill the four requirements of a lawful, binding contract,
namely: (1) Full Disclosure; (2) Equal Consideration; (3) Lawful Clear and Concise
Terms and Conditions simply explained; and (4) Signatures of both/all Parties; are
null and void.
Reminder: Factual Reality is founded upon FACTS: what happened, who said what,
who did what to whom, how and when. We create the world by noticing who, what,
when and how via our senses of sight, sound, smell, taste, and touch. Interpretive
Reality is founded upon the INTERPRETATION OF FACTS (i.e. motives, causes,
etc); commonly referred to as the 'why' behind the whom, when, how and what. When
we consciously or unconsciously think about ‘why’ the whom we observed did or said
what and how and when; we enter into subjective interpretive reality. [Excerpt: EoP
RH culture Reality IQO Introduction]
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath (PDF)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk
GMC 4643 Lara Johnstone v Brad Blanton Applicants & Observers:
Applicants: Francisco Martin; Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi: US Navy Judge
Advocate General co: Knowledge and Information Services JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc;
VADM Dennis McGinn via CNA Military Advisory Board Members: US Army: Gen
Paul Kern; Army: F.Ch.Staff: Gen Gordon Sullivan; US EU Command: F.Dep.Comm:
Gen. Charles Chuck Wald; Amb Patrick Gaspard: US Emb-Pta; Timothy McVeigh;
via DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh; NSA: Gen Keith
Alexander; Erik Prince via GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe; Michigan Republicans: Sam
Bissell; China Embassy; President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office; Amb
Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta; David Petraeus; Stan McChrystal; Ray O’Dierno &
John Mulholland co Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff;
Observers: Judge Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit; David
Coombs Office; Zbigniew Brzezinski; Major General Dana Pittard; Major General
Herbert Raymond McMaster; John W. Whitehead; Donald Rumsfeld; USMC JCS: Dir
Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn; Supreme Court Justices via DoJ:
SupremeCtBriefs; Holy See in London – Nuntius; Grand Lodge of TX: Grand
Secretary; USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune
Marine Corps Base.

TO: Eli Elihu: Silver Square Lodge #791; TO: English Democrats: Steve Uncles
CC: Request Asst of Counsel [PDF]; Psych: APA Review: Psych Ethics [PDF];
Donald Rumsfeld [PDF] & Oklahoma City Bombing: Prosecutors and Accused
Counsel [PDF]; Radical Honesty Fraud: Prosecutors [PDF]; PM Benjamin
Netanyahu [PDF]
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 4:03 PM
Subject: Publication of EoP responses to (i) Silver Square Lodge #791: Eli Elihu; (ii) English
Democrats: Steve Uncles
18/12/2015 Edit: Oklahoma City Bombing PDF link added

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 4:03 PM
To: 'Eli Elihu'; 'Mr. Steve Uncles'; 'Kevin Riddiough'; 'British Democrats: Andrew Brons'
Cc: 'Judge James Gray'; 'Prof Dr Frank Arloth'; 'Daniel Kettiger: Kettiger Law Solutions';
'Center of Competence for Public Management'; 'Katya Komisaruk'; 'Paul Harris'; 'Ivan
Pavlov'; 'Erin Brockovich'; 'David Hoffman'; 'Sidley Austin LLP: David Hoffman'; 'Coalition for
an Ethical Psychology: Spokesperson: Jean Maria Arrigo'; 'APA: Div 34: PresElect: Robert
Gifford'; 'Div 19: Paul Bartone'; 'Warrior Sci: LtCol Dave Grossman'; 'Donald Rumsfeld'; '96CR-68-M US Attorneys: Patrick Ryan'; 'Beth Wilkinson'; 'OKC Accused Counsel: Timothy
McVeigh: Stephen Jones'; 'Rob Nigh'; 'Richard Burr'; 'Terry Nichols: Michael Tigar'; 'Michael
Fortier: Michael McGuire via: Tulsa County Bar Association: Exec Dir: Kevin Cousins'; 'Former
CA Governor Gray Davis'; 'Page County: Kenneth L Alger II'; 'Arlington County City of Falls
Church: Theo Stamos'; 'PM Benjamin Netanyahu'
Bcc: 'JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc'; 'Gen Paul Kern'; 'Gen Gordon Sullivan'; 'Gen. Charles Chuck
Wald'; 'US Amb in Pretoria: Amb Patrick Gaspard'; 'Timothy McVeigh'; 'DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS:
Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh'; 'Copy to: NSA: Gen Keith Alexander'; 'Erik Prince:
Frontier Services Group'; 'Copy to: GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe'; 'Michigan Republicans: Sam
Bissell'; 'President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office'; 'Copy to: Amb Mikhail Petrakov:
RU Emb-Pta'; 'David Petraeus'; 'Raymond Odierno and John Mulholland via US Army Office of
the Deputy Chief of Staff'; 'Stan McChrystal'; 'Judge Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit'; 'David Coombs Office'; 'Zbigniew Brzezinski'; 'Major General Dana Pittard';
'Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster'; 'John W. Whitehead'; 'USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force
Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn'; 'Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs'; 'Holy See in
London – Nuntius'; 'Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary'; 'Arif Hasan Akhundzada'; 'USMC
General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base'
Subject: Publication of EoP responses to (i) Silver Square Lodge #791: Eli Elihu; (ii) English
Democrats: Steve Uncles

PRH Update:
[…]
Original:
TO: Eli Elihu: Silver Square Lodge #791
TO: English Democrats: Steve Uncles
CC: Request Asst of Counsel
CC: Psych: APA Review: Psych Ethics; Killology & Sexology Psych.
CC: Donald Rumsfeld & Oklahoma City Bombing: Prosecutors and Accused Counsel
CC: Radical Honesty Fraud: Prosecutors
CC: PM Benjamin Netanyahu

* BCC: GMC 4643-13 applicants and observers
Democrat: Eli Elihu & English Democrats: Steve Uncles:
Eli Elihu (eli@ourcandor.com); Mr. Steve Uncles (SteveUncles@EngDem.org); Kevin
Riddiough (kevinriddiough@engdem.org); British Democrats: Andrew Brons
(enquiries@britishdemocraticparty.org)
Request Asst of Counsel:
Judge James Gray (jimpgray@sbcglobal.net); Prof Dr Frank Arloth
(poststelle@stmj.bayern.de); Daniel Kettiger: Kettiger Law Solutions
(info@kettiger.ch); Center of Competence for Public Management
(daniel.kettiger@kpm.unibe.ch); Katya Komisaruk (justcause@lawcollective.org);
Paul Harris (guerrillalaw@earthlink.net); Ivan Pavlov (ipavlov@svobodainfo.org);
Erin Brockovich (erin@brockovich.com).
Psych: APA Review: Psych Ethics; Killology & Sexology Psych.
David Hoffman (apareview@sidley.com); Sidley Austin LLP: David Hoffman
(david.hoffman@sidley.com); Coalition for an Ethical Psychology: Spokesperson: Jean
Maria Arrigo (jmarrigo@peat-intel.org); APA: Div 34: PresElect: Robert Gifford
(rgifford@uvic.ca); Div 19: Paul Bartone (bartonep@ndu.edu); Warrior Sci: LtCol
Dave Grossman (info@killology.com)
Donald Rumsfeld & Oklahoma City Bombing: Prosecutors and Accused
Counsel:
Donald Rumsfeld (daniel@javelindc.com); 96-CR-68-M US Attorneys: Patrick Ryan
(pryan@ryanwhaley.com); Beth Wilkinson (bwilkinson@paulweiss.com); OKC
Accused Counsel: Timothy McVeigh: Stephen Jones (sjones@stephenjoneslaw.com);
Rob Nigh (rnigh@brewsterlaw.com); Richard Burr (Dick@BurrandWelch.com); Terry
Nichols: Michael Tigar (mtigar@wcl.american.edu); Michael Fortier: Michael
McGuire via: Tulsa County Bar Association: Exec Dir: Kevin Cousins
(kevinc@tulsabar.com); Former CA Governor Gray Davis (gdavis@loeb.com)
Radical Honesty Fraud: Prosecutors:
Page County: Kenneth L Alger II (kalger@pagecounty.virginia.gov); Arlington
County City of Falls Church: Theo Stamos (TStamos@vacao.com)
PM Benjamin Netanyahu (pm_eng@pmo.gov.il)
Democrat: Eli Elihu & English Democrats: Steve Uncles
Publication of EoP responses to (i) Silver Square Lodge #791: Eli Elihu; (ii)
English Democrats: Steve Uncles
Please Note that -- until I have found Masonic War is Peace attorneys [Req. Asst of
Counsel: PDF]; psychologists [Psych: PDF] and/or court that (a) consider me entitled
to a free and fair military necessity trial by an impartial court of Judges capable of
hearing constructive criticism about the fuck up that is their or the Masonic War is
Peace cult social contract religion; irrespective of whether I am the one and only
village idiot on the planet who has such heretical Ecology of Peace anti-masonic
beliefs, or whether there are only a handful of people on the planet who support my
heretical anti-masonic beliefs [D. Rumsfeld: PDF; OKC PDF]; (b) evaluate my
Ecology of Peace Factual Reality statements, actions and motives in accordance to
my subjective and the objective truth and evidence; the whole truth and evidence;
and nothing but the truth and evidence [RH Fraud: VA Pros Theo Stamos PDF]; and
(c) my Radical Honoursty Ecology of Peace culture is legally acknowledged [EoP legal

submissions] -- my correspondence to you shall not be published in EoP v WiP
negotiations correspondence found at MILED Clerk Notice; but shall be published at:
Practicing Radical Honoursty [EoP | WiP].
Ecology of Peace Facts Reality: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and nonrenewable resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above ecological
carrying capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; (d) To sustainably protect and
conserve natural resources in accordance to local and national carrying capacity
limits; and restrict national and international inter-cultural, racial and religious
resource war conflict; humans must reform and/or abolish the Masonic War is Peace
international law social contract; and cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens, from all races,
religions and classes; to breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
Should either of you or your political party leadership or members desire my
departure from this planet; because I ‘appear to be a complete waste of oxygen’. I
have been attempting to make arrangements for my departure from this Masonic
infested planet of gutless cowards for fifteen years now. All I have asked is for South
African and/or International authorities or Oklahoma City bombing prosecutors
and/or counsel to confirm with President Bush and/or Governor Gray Davis that
Timothy McVeigh’s execution was faked; and whether the terms of his faked
execution allow for me to physically spend two years with Timothy McVeigh off grid
in a little village in the Siberian wilderness; before we depart this planet together.
So far South African and/or International prosecutors, lawyers, magistrates, judges,
politicians and Oklahoma City bombing prosecutors and counsel refuse to confirm
with President Bush and/or Governor Gray Davis that Timothy McVeigh’s execution
was faked; so I have been unable to find out whether the terms of his faked execution
allow for me to physically spend two years with Timothy McVeigh off grid in a little
village in the Siberian wilderness; before we depart this planet together.
If you or your fuck honour political party leaders are willing to confirm with
President Bush and/or Governor Gray Davis that Timothy McVeigh’s execution was
faked; and find out whether the terms of Timothy McVeigh’s faked execution allow
for me to physically spend two years with Timothy McVeigh off grid in a little village
in the Siberian wilderness; before we depart this planet together; then we can
expedite your desire for my departure from this planet; so I don’t’ consume any more
of your or your fuck honour political party’s oxygen.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
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